Social networking services (SNS) have had a rapid development. To explore the interpersonal node spatial distribution characteristics in SNS community, a fuzzy SNS community centrality analysis method is proposed, which combines graph-theory with related fuzzy approaches. A case study on two types of topic groups in Ren Ren Net is conducted. The study finds that centralization characteristics exist in the interpersonal node spatial distribution in SNS community and present significant difference among groups of different relation types. The findings can directly support the SNS management and development.
Introduction
Social networking services (SNS) have been developed rapidly and many SNS communities have been constructed, which attracts great attention from researchers. Some SNS community theoretical analysis has been done. For example, Abbasi et al. [1] developed a theoretical model based on social network theories and analytical methods, using measures from social network analysis. Recently, SNS community researches began to focus on the spatial characteristic. The methods to analyze the SNS community include graph-theory method, matrix method, social metrology method, algebraic method, etc. Among these methods, the graph-theory method is suitable for describing the relations in groups and expressing the structure characteristics of network intuitively. So far, in geographic fields, the graph-theory method has been used in many aspects [2, 3] . Lu and Wang [4] applied two methods, namely, information entropy and degree distribution to study the interpersonal node spatial distribution characteristics of SNS community.
With the in-depth research into the nature of online networking community, it is found that the relation between actors in social network is fuzzy, and the relationship between actors could not be simply divided into binary relation --"Yes (1)" and "No (0)". Hence, Nair and Sarasamma [5] proposed the definition of fuzzy social networks. They took the nodes and edges in fuzzy graphs as actors and the relation between actors in social networks respectively, and took that fuzzy social network as a result of giving practical meanings to the fuzzy graph. Ciric and Bogdanovic [6] defined social network as a fuzzy relational structure. They pointed out that the social network is a special case of fuzzy social network. Although social networks have been widely studied, and fuzzy social network has been proposed [7] , research on SNS is limited, and there is no report about the application developments of fuzzy social network analysis in interpersonal node relation [8, 9] . This paper proposes a fuzzy SNS community centrality analysis method, which combines graph-theory method with fuzzy approaches. A case study on Ren Ren Net is conducted based on the proposed method. The structural features of the SNS community and the distribution of interpersonal nodes are analyzed. It is a significant exploration to use fuzzy approaches in SNS community analysis and study spatial pattern of community members and their communications, which expands SNS community research methods and improves the applications and research of SNS community spatial structure. The research findings in this study can support information management in electronic era, and can also help local governments to make decisions on the development of e-industry.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The fuzzy SNS community centrality analysis method is described in Section 2. In Section 3, a case study is conducted and illustrates the application of the proposed method. A set of conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Fuzzy SNS Community Centrality Analysis Method
This section will first give some important concepts of fuzzy SNS community, and then present the fuzzy SNS community centrality analysis method.
Basic Concepts of Fuzzy SNS community
Definition 1. Fuzzy SNS community can be defined as a fuzzy relational structure
is a non-empty set of actors, 
. The average node degree of the fuzzy social network is:
, where n is the number of nodes. The fuzzy node degree is also known as the connectivity, which indicates the influence and significance of an individual. The greater the degree is, the greater the influence is. Definition 3. The scale of a fuzzy SNS community refers to the number of actors in it. The scale affects the relation complexity between actors in a fuzzy SNS community. The larger scale means more members, thus more complex of their relationship structure.
Fuzzy Condensation Degree and Fuzzy Cluster Coefficient

Definition 4. The fuzzy condensation degree (FCD) of a node
, where n is the number of nodes.
FCD is a positive evaluation index of the importance of a node, which can be used to analyze the centrality characteristic in SNS community interpersonal node distribution.
To measure the centralized degree of interpersonal node distribution in the cyberspace, a fuzzy geographic concentration index G is defined as
, where n is the number of nodes, T is the sum of all the nodes' fuzzy condensation degree. When G is close to 100, the interpersonal node distribution will present a centralized state. is the collectivization degree of local network spatial structure entered by this node.
A Case Study on Ren Ren Net
Data Source
Two typical types of groups in Ren Ren Net, learning relation group, which is a network for teachers and students with original relationship, and topic interest group, which is a network for common interests and hobbies, are chosen as research objects. Specifically, a discussion section of university life theme: Love in East China Normal University, and a discussion section of online game theme: The List, were selected. The data of two topic groups in each section was collected. "The back door of East China Normal University is gone, gloomy", which got 12957 browses and 796 replies, represented by I ① , and "photograph on campus", which got 7793 browses and 518 replies, represented by I ② , were chosen in Love in East China Normal University section. "How to exchange the ingot?", which got 3557 browses and 429 replies, represented by II ① , and "How to upgrade rooms?", which got 2983 browses and 372 replies, represented by II ② , were chosen in The List section. To clearly reveal the SNS community interpersonal node spatial relationship, nodes were used to represent the city that an individual lives in.
Data Processing
The FCD and FCC of each node in the topic groups were calculated, which are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . The rank linear regression analysis was conducted. The results are shown in Table 1 . The interpersonal node spatial distribution of the four topic groups are shown in Figure 3 . 
Result Analysis
Based on previous analysis, FCD reflects the centrality characteristic of nodes in the network. The first and second rank FCD is taken as the strong FCD, and the corresponding node is the central node. In Figure 3 The fuzzy geographic concentration index of I ① , I ② , II ① and II ② are 38.37, 35.19, 25.24, and 26.28, which clearly shows that there is a multi-centers trend on SNS community interpersonal node spatial distribution, and the centralization characteristics of groups with different relation types are significantly different. Node spatial distribution of the topic interest groups spreads evenly, and possesses more central nodes. Conversely, there is a relative centralized trend on the node spatial distribution of learning relation groups. The assembled area may be the group formation location in virtual or real, or the developed area.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a fuzzy SNS community centrality analysis method by combing the graph-theory method with fuzzy approaches. Fuzzy condensation degree (FCD), fuzzy geographic concentration index, and fuzzy cluster coefficient (FCC) are defined to analyze the fuzzy SNS community. A case study on two types of topic groups in Ren Ren Net is conducted. The results show that: 1) the SNS community interpersonal node spatial distribution presents the multicenters feature; 2) the interpersonal node spatial distributions of different groups present different centrality characteristics; 3) interpersonal nodes in learning relation groups present stronger collectivization degree and a prominent monocenter feature, while that in topic interest groups present weaker collectivization degree; 4) the centralization characteristics of groups with different relation types are significantly different; 5) interpersonal nodes distribution in the virtual community is influenced by the reality to some extent. The cognition on the assembled development rules and interaction rules of topic groups in a certain region can provide some guidance for public opinion spread and business operation.
